Improving Cyber Security Culture: Part 01

A 10 Step Approach to Improve
Cyber Security Culture
CultureAI’s cyber security and behaviour science experts
look at how organisations c
 an evolve from raising security
awareness t o building resilient cyber security cultures, where
employees help defend both the organisation and themselves.
www.culture.ai

About this Series
This guide is part 1 of CultureAI’s “Improving Cyber Security Culture” series; a set of resources produced by our
cyber security and behaviour science experts, to share our insights and experience with organisations looking to
change employee security behaviour and improve security culture.
We intend for this series to serve as a practical guide for IT, IT Security and HR Managers with a stake in raising
awareness and improving cyber security culture in their organisation.

In this series

Security Culture & Behaviour Change Theory
Planning a Security Culture I mprovement Programme
Communicating your Programme
Implementing Ongoing Culture Assessment & Monitoring
Executing your Programme with Maximum Results

We release the next guide in the series e very Friday on
our website, LinkedIn & Twitter feeds
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What is Cyber Security Culture?
The industry is flooded with pop-up awareness training providers throwing around the terms ‘awareness’,
‘behaviour’ and ‘culture’ almost interchangeably. Forgetting the marketing h ype, what do these terms actually
mean to organisations looking to reduce cyber security risk?
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How is Security Culture Improved?
In order to improve cyber security culture, organisations must identify and change the range of employee
security behaviours that put their organisation at risk.
Unfortunately, changing behaviour isn’t as simple as just deploying security awareness t raining to all employees which is why most organisations fail to build resilient s ecurity cultures. The diagram below shows the main pillars
of behaviour change, which should be addressed for each behaviour that presents a risk to the organisation and
tailored to each employee.
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support each employee, based on the
output of continuously assessing multiple
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CultureAI’s platform allows you to run
t he process above on autopilot.
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Where to start?
Start by planning a structured security culture programme with the clear objective of building a security culture
where your employees help defend the organisation and themselves. The steps below describe the high level process
we’ve found to work exceptionally well. Each week CultureAI will release a guide covering the steps in further detail.
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Design & run on autopilot w ith
CultureAI’s platform.
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10. Improve Cognitive
Process

Ensure that employees’
automatic a ctions are safe
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CultureAI are a team of cyber security experts, penetration testers, behaviour scientists, machine
learning and general technology geeks. Our team have worked with some of the worlds leading
organisations to help them successfully build resilient cyber security cultures, where employees play
a key role in defending their organisation. We’re also a GCHQ certified training provider.
We built the world’s first Security Culture Enablement Platform® to enable any organisation to
transform security culture effectively. It does this by providing and automating all of the tools needed
to change a range of behaviours, including security awareness training that intelligently adapts to
each employee, within a single unified platform.
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